MIAP 2009
Fall

Conservation & Preservation: Principles
H72.1802

Duane A. Watson
duane.watson@gmail.com
845.206.8585 – Cell
Tuesdays, 10:00 – 12:00 Noon

Office Hours: Tuesday, 12:30 – 2:30 and by appointment

Course Description:

An introduction to the basic principles and methods of conserving and preserving the wide range of materials found in libraries, archives, special and heritage collections. Topics include the history of preservation, collections care, maintenance and environmental issues, commercial preservation options, selection for preservation, security, issues in paper and photographic preservation and conservation, disaster planning and recovery, issues relating to non-print materials, preservation reformatting, digital imaging and the preservation and responsibility for cultural heritage. Two three hour sessions on still photography will be scheduled at the Metropolitan Museum with photographic conservator Nora Kennedy on November 10 & 17. One Saturday class will be scheduled at the New-York Historical Society on October 17. This is a 6 hour class: 10:00 AM – 4:30 PM] (Directions and details to be provided) Alan Balicki, Senior Conservator – Host

Other site visits and guests may be arranged.

Course Objectives:

To introduce students to:

1. issues and options for the preservation of collections in all formats.

2. causes of collection deterioration and options for prolonging useful longevity

3. roles of collection stewards in the conservation and preservation of collections.

4. tools available in the conservation and preservation field.

5. need for networking, staff and user education and training.
Students completing this course should:

1. understand the nature of current preservation problems, their origins and the resources and possible solutions to address them.

2. understand and be able to identify preservation needs and the issues to be addressed in implementing and administering a preservation program.

3. have necessary skills to evaluate technological options and strategies as they relate to specific collections and types of materials

4. understand issues related to fund raising and grant writing for preservation projects and collection needs.

5. be able to see the role of collection care and preservation within the larger institutional environment

Professional Tools

Students are expected to become familiar with preservation and conservation journals, Internet lists and websites.

Evaluation of Student Performance will be based on:

1. Readings as assigned
2. 5 - 8 page essay on The Ongoing Moment by Geoff Dyer
3. 1-2 page review of any class taught by guest speakers
4. 1-2 page review of each site visit
5. Attendance and class participation.
7. Case study of a mixed media collection
8. Hands-on preservation activities in class

All written assignments to be submitted by email as Word attachments and in class in paper copy.

Outline of Course Content and Readings:

Texts: There is no textbook for the class. A variety of readings will be provided.

  This manual is available online at: <http://nedcc.org/welcome/pubs.htm> and in print at the Study Center.
Other resources:

- Conservation Online (CoOl) www.palimpsest@stanford.edu
- Frey, Franziska.

- RLG DigiNews
- Seales, W. Brent, James Griffioen, & Kevin Kiernan. *The Digital Atheneum - Restoring Damaged Manuscripts*
This seminal publication on photographic materials preservation is now available in PDF form by individual chapter or in its entirety.

CLASS SCHEDULE AND ASSIGNMENTS

Class # 01 - September 08

Introductions
Review syllabus, reading list and assignments
Overview of history of preservation activities
Current preservation issues in libraries, archives, museums and heritage institutions.

*Assignment
Writing assignment related to book provided by email. Due in class on or before October 6.

Class # 02 – September 15

Introduction of Preservation of Library and Archival Materials
In class discussion of the “Enemies” of collections.

Class # 03 – September 22

Continue discussion of preservation paper-based collections
Collections: Materials and formats in research and heritage collections.

Class exercise: Identifying Preservation Needs and Options

Class # 04 – September 29

Class exercise: Photograph identification, cataloging & storage.

Class # 05 – October 6

Essay due.

Class discussion and exercise on Storage, Handling and Education issues. Choosing appropriate materials.

Reading Assignment: Co
Introduction and Chapters 1 – 5 Preserving Archives and Manuscripts. (pp. 1-66) Copy provided.
• Archives Preservation: Definitions and Context
• Implementing a Preservation Program
• Nature of Archival Materials
• Causes of Deterioration
• Creating a Sympathetic Environment

Class # 06 – October 13

Discussion: Preserving Archives and Manuscripts

In class exercise: Outline for a Preservation Plan

Assignment: Read “More Product, Less Process: Revamping Traditional Archival Processing” by Mark A. Greene and Dennis Meissner. (A copy of the essay will be provided.)

Class # 07 – October 20

Discussion: “More Product, Less Process”

Assignment: Read “Managing Cultural Assets from a Business Perspective” by Laura Price and Abby Smith. (A copy of the essay will be provided.)

Class # 08 – October 27

Class discussion and exercise on managing collections

Class # 09 – November 03

Preservation Planning exercises in class.

Title of book for final essay. The essay (see list of books and expectations at the end of this syllabus) is Due on or before December 01.

Assignment: Readings to be provided.

Class # 10 – November 10

Class # 11 – November 17

• Storage
• Environment
• Disaster recovery
Class # 12 – November 24

Preservation of special formats:
Oversized and Mixed Media; Photography; Photo Albums and Scrapbooks;
Posters and Flat Paper collections; Heritage materials

Class #13 – December 01 - Final Essay due.

Still Photography – Nora Kennedy, The Metropolitan Museum of Art
- History of Photography
- Chemistry of Photography
- Identifying processes and time periods

Reading Assignment:

Class #14 – December 08

Last Class –

Still Photography – Nora Kennedy, The Metropolitan Museum of Art
- Handling and storing photographs
- Cleaning and Mending

Final Essay

Each of the books on the list below has a relationship to library and archival preservation. In some cases, that relationship is very clear; in others, it may be more of a challenge to identify the connection. The purpose of the assignment is to stretch your thinking about preservation and archives, to move it beyond the daily routine of providing users with useable materials to thinking about the stewardship of collections today and their availability in the future. Your response to the book will be subjective, but your comments should be substantiated by evidence supporting your thesis, evidence from the book itself and other resources that you might wish to use. Your paper should resemble one of the in depth book reviews in the New York Times or The New York Review of Books. That is, it should go beyond the book to include your supported comments, your reactions based on your own experience or knowledge and the preservation and access to library, archive and heritage collections which form the basis of this course.
Format: Double space, 12 point type, no fewer than 5 pages (plus bibliographic sources, cover sheet – not necessary but ok – and any other attachments) and no more than 10 pages. Quality of writing and thinking surpass numbers of pages in the reviewer’s assessment. This assignment will be due in class on December 01.

Additional Titles will be added to the list below before the end of September 2009.

**Bibliography: Select One**